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Ben Carson explains liberal disdain for Clarence Thomas 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3pAS5VgQGs  
  

 

"Individual liberty is individual power, and as the power of a community is a mass 
compounded of individual powers, the nation which enjoys the most freedom must 
necessarily be in proportion to its numbers the most powerful nation." 
-- John Quincy Adams (1767-1848) 6th US President Source: Letter to James Lloyd, 1 
October 1822 

 

Read the Prophets & PRAY WITHOUT CEASING! 

That is the only hope for this nation! 
Please 
Remember 
These  
Folks  
In  
Prayer- 

Check often 
They  
Change! 
 

 

Pray that the world would WAKE UP! Time for a worldwide repentance! 
 ALL US soldiers fighting for our freedom around the world  

 Pray for those in our  government to repent of their wicked corrupt ways. 

Pray for CF – fell off ladder and bad fracture leg. 

Pray for EL – Had stoke  – doing better 

Pray for KH – diagnosed with Multiple Myeloma  

Pray for BB – Severe West Nile Fever –still not mobile- improving! 

Pray for RBH – cancer recurrence 

Pray for Ella – Child with serious problems 
 

Pray that The Holy One will lead you in Your preparations for handling the world 

problems.  –  Have YOU made any preparations? 

Exodus 21:13And if a man lie not in wait, but God cause it to come to hand; then I will appoint 
thee a place whither he may flee. 14And if a man come presumptuously upon his neighbour, to 
slay him with guile; thou shalt take him from Mine altar, that he may die. 15And he that smiteth 
his father, or his mother, shall be surely put to death. 
 

Gantz: Iran’s maritime activity in Red Sea is ‘most significant’ in a decade 
Defense chief reveals satellite images of four Iranian warships that he says are patrolling area’s waters; warns recent 

space tests prove capability to attack Europe with ICBMs 

By Emanuel Fabian Today, 5:54 pm  

 
Four Iranian military vessels seen in the Red Sea in 

satellite images revealed by Defense Minister Benny 

Gantz, July 5, 2022. (Defense Ministry) 

 Defense Minister Benny Gantz on 
Tuesday revealed satellite images he 
said showed the “most significant” 
Iranian military maritime activity in the 
Red Sea in a decade. 

 “Iran is expanding its activities in the 
maritime arena. Over the last year, Iran 

has seized international tankers and attacked 

vessels. Today, we can confirm that Iran 
is methodically basing itself in the 
Red Sea, with warships patrolling the 
southern region,” Gantz told the 

Economist Government Roundtable 

conference held in Greece. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g3pAS5VgQGs
https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/emanuel-fabian/
https://static.timesofisrael.com/www/uploads/2022/07/Screenshot-2022-07-05-at-15-20-50-Economist-presentation_A-91b5a478-0b7b-4959-bdcf-3d540444e084-e1657029040689.png


 “You can see the ships in the satellite images behind me,” he said, pointing to a slide of the four 
Iranian military warships, as his Greek and Cypriot counterparts — with whom he met earlier in the day — 
looked on. 

 “In the last months, we have identified the most significant Iranian military presence in the area, in the past decade. It 

is a direct threat to international trade, energy supply, and the global economy,” Gantz added. 
 “It is also a direct threat to peace and stability in the maritime arena, which may affect the Mediterranean and 

beyond.” 

 Iran has been blamed for a series of limpet mine attacks that damaged tankers in the Gulf region in 

2019, as well as for a fatal drone attack on an Israeli-linked oil tanker that killed two European crew members in 2021. 
 Tehran denies carrying out the attacks, but a wider shadow war between Iran and the West has played out in the 

region’s volatile waters. 

 In 2021, the MV Saviz Iranian cargo ship, said to serve as a floating base for Iran’s paramilitary 
Revolutionary Guard forces off the coast of Yemen, was struck by an explosion. Iran blamed Israel for 
the blast, and an American official told the New York Times that Israel called the strike a retaliation for 
several attacks on Israeli-owned shipping vessels. 

 Iranian hijackers also stormed and briefly captured a Panama-flagged asphalt tanker off the United Arab Emirates last 

year, as well as briefly seizing and holding a Vietnamese tanker in November. In May, Iran seized two Greek-flagged oil 
tankers in Gulf waters. 

 
Defense Minister Benny Gantz speaks at the Economist Government 

Roundtable conference, Greece, July 5, 2022. (Ariel Hermoni/GPO) 

 Also at Tuesday’s conference, Gantz warned that 
Iran’s recent tests of a satellite launcher could be 
used to carry warheads. “This test demonstrates that 
the Iranian regime has the capabilities to develop 
intercontinental ballistic missiles that may reach as far as 

the center of Europe,” he said. 
 “This is in addition to operational ballistic systems and 

UAVs that can already reach the East Med,” he added. 

 Turning to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Gantz said 
the war showed “us that each country must be able 

to defend itself.” 

 “Each country must plan ahead, investing in force build-up and coordinating between the strategic and operational 

levels. The war also reminds us that security cooperation is vital for regional and global stability — whether it’s in 
Europe, the Eastern Mediterranean, or the Middle East,” he said. 

 “In the East Med, Israel’s defense ties with Greece and Cyprus are stronger than ever, including among other things – 

industrial cooperation, joint exercises, and constant dialogue,” Gantz added. MORE - 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/gantz-irans-maritime-activity-in-red-sea-is-most-significant-in-a-decade/  

 

U.S. envoy: Iran adds demands in nuclear talks, makes alarming progress on enrichment 
Iran demands cannot be part of negotiations, Europeans say; Robert Malley says proposal put on table for a timeline 

for Teheran's return to compliance with the nuclear deal, in which Washington could ease sanctions 

Reuters | Published: 07.05.22, 18:22  

 Iran added demands unrelated to discussions on its nuclear program during the latest talks and 
has made alarming progress on enriching uranium, the U.S. envoy for talks on reinstating a nuclear 
deal said on Tuesday. 
 U.S. Special Envoy for Iran Robert Malley said that there was a proposal on the table for a timeline by 
which Iran could come back into compliance with the nuclear deal and Washington could ease sanctions on 

Tehran. 

 He said Iran added new demands, including at the latest negotiations last week in Doha. 

 "They have, including in Doha, added demands that I think anyone looking at this would be viewed 
as having nothing to do with the nuclear deal, things that they've wanted in the past," he said in an interview with 
National Public Radio. 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/iran-conducts-2nd-test-of-satellite-launcher-as-nuclear-talks-said-set-to-resume/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/gantz-irans-maritime-activity-in-red-sea-is-most-significant-in-a-decade/


 Those included demands that the United States and the Europeans 
have said could not be part of negotiations to revive the country's 2015 
nuclear agreement with world powers. 

 
U.S. envoy to Iran nuclear talks Robert Malley  (Photo: AP) 

 "The discussion that really needs to take place right now is not so much between us 

and Iran, although we're prepared to have that, Malley said. "It is between Iran and 
itself. They need to come to a conclusion about whether they are now prepared to 

come back into compliance with the deal," he said.  https://www.ynetnews.com/article/s1b15211jq [ Personally I 
think Iran has had nuclear capability for some time since they got their info and materials from 
Pakistan and Ukraine both of whom were nuclear. – rdb] 
 

Moscow makes difficult demands of Jewish Agency, threatening its future in Russia 
Semi-governmental organization stresses that Moscow has not ordered it to cease its activities, says it is reviewing its 

options  

By Judah Ari Gross Today, 3:15 pm  

 Russian authorities recently made a number of difficult demands of the Jewish Agency’s offices in 
the country, in a highly unusual move that threatens the semi-governmental organization’s ability to 
operate there, an official from the group said Tuesday. 
 However, Yigal Palmor, the head of the Jewish Agency’s international relations unit, stressed that Russia did not 

demand that the organization end its activities there, contrary to a report by the Jerusalem Post, which broke the story, and 

to a subsequent claim made by Immigration Minister Pnina Tamano-Shata. 

 “There was no demand that we close, no ultimatum, and no deadline,” Palmor told The Times of Israel. 
 According to Palmor, the organization is reviewing the demands made by Russia’s Justice Ministry. 

 It was not immediately clear why the Russian government issued new demands now. Jerusalem and 
Moscow have been at odds in recent months over Israel’s support for Ukraine following the Russian 

invasion of the country in February, as well as Israel’s ongoing campaign against Iran in Syria, which Russia at times 

tolerates and at times openly opposes. Separately, Russia has been known to perform broad crackdowns on foreign 
organizations. 

 The Jewish Agency, an unofficial arm of the Israeli government, is tasked with overseeing and 
encouraging immigration to Israel, or aliyah. People looking to immigrate to Israel must submit applications 

through the Jewish Agency. 
 To facilitate that, the organization maintains offices in many countries and cities around the world, including 

Moscow. In recent years, tens of thousands of Russian citizens have immigrated to Israel, with roughly 10,000 arriving 

just since the Russian invasion began in late February. 

 Last Friday, the organization received a letter from Russia’s Justice Ministry making a number of demands of the 
organization, which would be challenging for the Jewish Agency to abide by, Palmor said. As the organization is still 

discussing the matter with Russian authorities, he would not disclose the nature of those demands.  MORE - 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/moscow-makes-difficult-demands-of-jewish-agency-threatening-its-future-in-russia/  
 

Majority of Israelis don't think elections will break deadlock, survey shows 
Almost 60% of respondents say they don't believe upcoming polls would break long-standing political impasse but half 

of Israelis are eager to cast their ballot nevertheless 

i24NEWS | Published: 07.05.22, 16:02  

 A majority of Israelis see a low likelihood that the general election set for November 1 will lead to a 
stable government, according to a survey published on Tuesday by the Viterbi Center for Public Opinion and 
Policy Research of the Israel Democracy Institute. 

 According to the Israeli Voice Index for June 2022, 57.5% of respondents said they do not believe the 
upcoming polls would break the long-standing political impasse. 

 Despite most Israelis predicting the instability in Israel's parliament, the Knesset, is here to stay, 51% are satisfied 

with the snap elections scheduled for November 1 after the coalition collapsed and the Knesset was dissolved last month.  
Along partisan lines, 81% of voters for opposition parties and 29% of voters for coalition parties support holding new 

elections. 

https://www.ynetnews.com/article/s1b15211jq
https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/judah-ari-gross/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/irresponsible-categorically-unacceptable-russia-pans-israel-for-syria-airstrikes/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/moscow-makes-difficult-demands-of-jewish-agency-threatening-its-future-in-russia/


 The results of voter preferences in the upcoming elections don't show a significant shift in party allegiance, at least for 
the major factions, with 62.5% of Israelis overall saying that they will vote for the same party as in the last election. 

 However, there are some shifts in voting patterns within the coalition bloc. 

 While a large majority of Yesh Atid, Yisrael Beitenu, Blue & White and Meretz supporters say that they will vote the 

same again outgoing prime minister Naftali Bennett's Yamina party does not fare as well. Only 32.5% of people who 
voted for Yamina in the last election say that they will make the same choice at the ballot box in November. 

 Meanwhile, only 41% said that they would vote for Justice Minister Gideon Sa'ar's New Hope party again. 

https://www.ynetnews.com/article/ryjs8i11jq  
 

After bar mitzvah overrun by zealots, parents lament: ‘We saw Israel at its lowest’ 
Ultra-Orthodox boys and men disrupted prayer services at the egalitarian section of the Western Wall as police stood 

by; those in attendance say it shook their connection to Israel 

By Judah Ari Gross Today, 1:13 pm  

 

 

 
Pages torn from a siddur by young Orthodox men at the egalitarian 

section of the Western Wall on June 30, 2022. (Masorti Movement) 
 

ToI investigates'This is what the Nazis would do. And they called us Nazis!' 

 Dozens of Orthodox boys and young men descended on the egalitarian section of the Western 
Wall, just south of the main plaza, last Thursday morning, to disrupt three bar and bat mitzvah services 
that were taking place there. They blew whistles, hurled epithets at the attendees, and ripped up prayer 
books.  

 They didn’t succeed in preventing the prayers — the ceremonies were held to completion, with full 

readings of the Torah and the recitation of the Hallel prayer service — but they did cause those in attendance to 
question, however slightly, their connection to Israel and to their fellow Jews, specifically Orthodox 
Jews.  

 The two bar mitzvah boys and one bat mitzvah girl had come to Israel from the United States to 
mark their coming of age in the Jewish tradition. One of the boys and the girl are dual US-Israeli citizens and 

https://www.ynetnews.com/article/ryjs8i11jq
https://www.timesofisrael.com/writers/judah-ari-gross/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/ultra-orthodox-extremists-interrupt-american-boys-bar-mitzvah-tear-up-prayer-books/


their guests were a mix of American tourists and native Israelis. The other bar mitzvah boy, Seth Mann, came with a large 
group of friends and family from the US, some of them visiting 

Israel for the first time. 

 Mann’s bar mitzvah speech, which was broadcast 
live on YouTube, demonstrated his idyllic view of 
what the Western Wall meant, which was then 
shattered by a far more challenging reality. 

 “I can’t think of a better place than this to understand what it 

means to be part of a community and part of a people,” Mann 
read from his prepared speech, before stopping and laughing at 

the irony, looking up at the scores of Orthodox men and boys a 

few yards away who were furiously trying to convince him that 
he was not part of that people, or at least not a valued member. 

 This is what the Nazis would do — and they called us Nazis! 

 For the adults at the ceremonies, the experience left them 
with a dim view of Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox Jewry. 

 “I, personally, was completely surprised by how disruptive they were and how bad it was. How can 
you disrupt a Jewish boy’s bar mitzvah at the Kotel? It’s supposed to be a mitzvah!” said the father of the other 

bar mitzvah boy, who asked not to be named, using the Hebrew term for the Western Wall. 
 “This is what the Nazis would do — and they called us Nazis!” he added. 

 Liz Goodman, the wife of the rabbi who officiated Mann’s bar mitzvah, was similarly appalled. 

 “Orthodoxy is not okay if they can’t control these kids. I understand that they hate us but they shouldn’t be able to do what they 
did,” she said. 

 The mostly but not exclusively ultra-Orthodox, or Haredi, demonstrators had not necessarily arrived at the Western Wall that day 

just to disrupt these three services. MORE - https://www.timesofisrael.com/after-bar-mitzvah-overrun-by-zealots-parents-lament-we-

saw-israel-at-its-lowest/  
 

Taking off to Paris, Lapid says Lebanon must ‘rein in’ Hezbollah, or Israel will 
Setting out on first trip abroad, new PM says ‘dangerous’ Iran nuclear deal, which Israel unanimously opposes, will 

top the agenda in his talks with the French president 

By Lazar Berman Today, 12:03 pm  
 
Prime Minister Yair Lapid speaks to the press ahead of his first overseas 

trip as PM, to Paris, at Ben Gurion Airport on July 5, 2022. (Guillaume 

LAVALLÉE / AFP) 

 Prime Minister Yair Lapid threated Tuesday 
morning to “rein in” Hezbollah if Lebanon doesn’t 
force the Iran-backed terror group to stop attacking 
Israel’s natural gas assets in the Mediterranean Sea. 

 Lapid made the remarks to reporters as he 
prepared to board a plane for Paris, where he is set to 

hold talks with French President Emmanuel Macron. 
 The prime minister said that he would discuss with 
Macron “the repeated attacks on Israeli gas rigs.” 

 “Israel will not tolerate these attacks,” he said. “Anyone who does this is taking an unnecessary risk.” 

 Lapid called on the Lebanese government to “rein in Hezbollah from these attacks, or else we will 
need to do it.” 

 The Israel Defense Forces said Saturday that it had successfully intercepted three drones flown by Hezbollah that 

were heading for the Karish natural gas field off Israel’s Mediterranean coast. 

 Tensions have risen over the site in recent weeks after an Israeli-contracted gas production vessel arrived at Karish to 
launch extraction operations in the offshore field, drawing condemnation from Lebanon, which had laid claim to parts of 

it. Hezbollah issued threats against the move, vowing to defend Lebanon’s resources. Israel says Karish is inside its UN-

recognized exclusive economic zone. 
 France, which was granted the mandate to administer Lebanon in 1923 by the League of Nations, has been a major 

player in Lebanese politics and economy ever since. MORE - https://www.timesofisrael.com/taking-off-to-paris-lapid-

says-lebanon-must-rein-in-hezbollah-or-israel-will/  
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Key witness describes incessant demands from Netanyahus for gifts 
Hadas Klein, aide to billionaires Arnon Milchan and James Packer, tells court about continuous supply of luxury 

goods she helped deliver to the former premier and his wife 

By Jeremy Sharon Today, 5:01 pm  

 
Hadas Klein, aide to Arnon Milchan, arrives to a court hearing in the trial against 

former Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu, at the District Court in 

Jerusalem on July 5, 2022. (Olivier Fitoussi/Flash90) 

 Hadas Klein, an assistant to billionaires Arnon Milchan 
and James Packer, on Tuesday detailed the incessant 
demands for luxury goods made for years by former prime 
minister Benjamin Netanyahu and his wife Sara to her bosses. 

 During her first day of testimony to the Jerusalem District 
Court, Klein described becoming the conduit for a never-
ending supply of premium cigars and champagne to the 
Netanyahus, goods she said were not volunteered by 

Milchan or Packer but requested directly by the ex-premier and his wife. 
 Her testimony is highly significant since it undermines Netanyahu’s defense that he was merely 
accepting gifts from a friend and that he was not aware of the extent of the gifts either. 

 Klein’s testimony pertained to Case 1000 of Netanyahu’s corruption trial, in which he is charged with fraud and 

breach of trust for allegedly accepting luxury gifts from Milchan and Packer worth NIS 691,776. 
 The indictment alleges that in return, the former prime minister assisted Milchan with personal visa issues and 

regulatory benefits relating to his media interests. 

 The goods were provided between 2011 and 2016, according to the indictment. 

 During Tuesday’s hearing, the first for Case 1000, Klein said that she had personally delivered 
champagne and jewelry to the Netanyahus, noting that Milchan would often deliver the cigars himself when he 
had a meeting with the then-prime minster. 

She specifically described the constant pressure and demands made by the couple, including 

personal calls from Netanyahu himself asking for a specific brand of cigar that was hard to obtain. 

 “We were very discreet about it… there was a feeling that we had to be,” 
Klein said of the deliveries. 

 
Hadas Klein, aide to Arnon Milchan, arrives at a court hearing in the trial against former 

Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu, at the District Court in Jerusalem on July 5, 

2022. (Olivier Fitoussi/Flash90) 

 Klein noted that Netanyahu had requested Cohiba 56 cigars from Milchan 

but that she had only been able to acquire the Cohiba 54. She said an angered 

Netanyahu complained to Milchan about it. 
 Klein said on a personal trip she made to Cuba, she tried to find the elusive 

Cohiba 56 for Netanyahu, but to no avail. 

 Her assertion that Netanyahu contacted her directly about obtaining the right cigar seemingly 
contradicts his defense that he did not know about the gifts. 
 On another occasion, Klein said Sara requested that she deliver champagne to the Prime Minister’s Residence in 

Jerusalem on the eve of the Passover holiday. 

 Klein said she initially tried to avoid making the delivery, as she was hosting 40 people for Seder night. However, 
when Milchan called her and said he had received a call from Sara about the request, Klein said she had no alternative but 

to travel to Jerusalem to deliver the champagne. MORE - https://www.timesofisrael.com/key-witness-describes-

incessant-demands-from-netanyahus-for-gifts/  
 

PA leader Abbas, Hamas’s Haniyeh hold first face-to-face meeting in years in Algeria 
Talks between rival leaders pushed for by Algiers after 15 years of infighting that have left Palestinian politics 

paralyzed 

By Aaron Boxerman and TOI staff 5 July 2022, 11:55 pm  
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Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas (center) holds a 

rare meeting with Hamas terror chief Ismail Haniyeh (fourth 

from right) under the auspices of Algerian President Abdelmajid 

Tebboune, on Tuesday July 5, 2022, in Algiers. (WAFA) 

The long-estranged leaders of Hamas and 
Fatah held their first face-to-face meeting in 
several years in Algeria on Tuesday, 
potentially signaling new efforts to broker 
reconciliation talks between the warring 
factions. 
 Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud 
Abbas and Hamas chief Ismail Haniyeh are 
both in Algeria this week attending festivities 

marking the country’s 60th Independence Day. 
 Algerian and Palestinian media outlets published photos of the pair shaking hands clasped together by Algerian 

President Abdelmajid Tebboune — who reportedly pushed for the meeting. 

 Neither leader’s office released details of their conversation. The two major Palestinian parties — Abbas’s 

Fatah and the Islamist terror group Hamas — have been riven apart since a bloody civil war between the two sides in 
2007. 

 The rival groups have engaged in several unsuccessful attempts at reconciliation over the years. Senior Fatah and 

Hamas officials have met in capitals across the region, even occasionally signing agreements. The last major round of 

talks was in 2020. MORE -  https://www.timesofisrael.com/abbas-haniyeh-hold-first-face-to-face-meeting-in-years-in-

algeria/  
 

Finland seizes hundreds of Russian freight cars as EU sanctions bite 
Finnish bailiff authority said it has frozen assets of a few dozen Russian and Belarusian individuals and legal entities, 

including transportation firms 

By REUTERS Published: JULY 5, 2022 12:55 Updated: JULY 5, 2022 15:31  

 Finland has seized nearly a thousand freight cars belonging to Russian companies as a result of 
European Union sanctions, according to Finnish state-owned rail operator VR and a letter from 
Russia's rail monopoly seen by Reuters. 

 As Finland's VR moved to reduce railway traffic with Russia after the EU sanctioned Russian coal supplies in April, 

865 rail cars from Russia were seized by bailiffs, according to the June 6 dated letter from Russian Railways to the 
Ministry of Transport. 

 Finnish bailiff authority told Reuters it has frozen assets of a few dozen Russian and Belarusian 
individuals and legal entities, including transportation firms, worth at least 82 million euros, to comply with 

EU sanctions. 

 VR's spokeswoman Taina Kuitunen confirmed by email that there were "around 800 units of sanctioned (freight) cars 
in Finland at the moment" and the company sought to return the non-seized ones to Russia as soon as possible. 

 VR's head of logistics told Finnish media in March that around 5,000 Russian rail cars were in Finland when it 

decided to suspend traffic, and while his company wanted to send them back, bailiffs ordered some to be seized. 

 The seized rail cars belong to companies either directly hit by EU sanctions or whose shareholders gave 
up their control because they got hit by sanctions after Russia sent its troops into Ukraine in late February. 

 Uralchem-Trans, whose former owner, Dmitry Mazepin, ceded control after coming under EU sanctions in March, 

did not reply to the request for a comment, and the state leasing company GTLK, under EU sanctions itself, declined 
comment. 

 Rusagrotrans, part of Demetra Holding where sanctions-hit state bank VTB ceded control to other investors in 

February, also declined comment. 
The fourth company whose cars were seized, Alpha Leasing, has lodged an appeal to a Finnish court against an 

"unlawful" move by Finnish bailiffs, said Andrey Barkov, head of corporate business. Alpha Leasing is a unit of 

sanctions-hit Alfa Bank. 

 Russian Railways declined to comment and the Ministry of Transport did not reply to a request for comment.  
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-711243  
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Russia’s space chief speaks out on nationalization  
Enterprises producing critical satellite components should be handed over to the state, Russia’s space agency chief 

believes  

5 Jul, 2022 16:07  

 Russian officials should seize control over companies producing key satellite components like 
radiation-hardened electronics, the head of the Russian Roscosmos space agency, Dmitry Rogozin, 
said on Tuesday. 
 Russia is looking to “double” its satellite fleet, Rogozin said during a meeting with the staff of a satellite-

manufacturing plant that is part of Roscosmos. Moscow would like to have more satellites providing a variety of services 

ranging from satellite communications for the Armed Forces to facilitating broadband internet access and “the internet of 

things,” he said, according to a statement by the space agency.  
 The Roscosmos chief admitted that satellite manufacturing remains “an issue of major concern” due to the lack of 

certain components, like radiation-hardened microelectronics. “This is our weak link,” Rogozin added, calling on this 

issue to be resolved. 

 “I would suggest nationalizing these industries and handing them over to Roscosmos and [the 
Russian State Atomic Agency] Rosatom,” he said. The Kremlin has not commented on Rogozin’s proposal so far. 

 In late February, the Russian space agency chief said Roscosmos might purchase the needed 
components in China if Western nations added them to the list of sanctioned goods. The space agency 

admitted as early as June 2021 that US sanctions on selling microelectronics to Russia had hit the nation’s satellite 
manufacturing industry and disrupted the timely launch of several satellites.  

 Roscosmos has recently seen some of its suppliers refusing to provide components to the Russian 
side, the space agency’s first deputy head for economy and finances, Maksim Ovchinnikov, told Russia’s Interfax news 

agency on Tuesday. The US sanctions have barred the agency from accessing some “key technologies,” making it 
impossible for Roscosmos to fulfill its obligations under several government contracts, he added.  

 The US and its allies responded to Moscow’s decision to launch a military operation in Ukraine in late February by 

slapping Russia with an unprecedented number of sanctions, targeting its banking and finance sectors, as well as aviation 
and space industries. 

 In March, a major US space industry conference even censored the name of Yuri Gagarin, a Soviet cosmonaut and the 

first human in space, explaining it was due to “current world events.” The European Space Agency indefinitely 
postponed its ExoMars rover mission the same month because of anti-Russian sanctions. The launch of the rover was 

supposed to be carried out in partnership with Russia and was initially set for later this year. 

https://www.rt.com/russia/558430-space-agency-satellite-industry-nationalize/  [Russia continues to close the 
doors to the west and increase their self reliance.. – rdb] 
 

Zelensky's court bans another Ukrainian opposition party  
A court has banned two more parties, including the communists, bringing the total number of outlawed political 

groups to 15  

5 Jul, 2022 16:47  

 A Ukrainian court on Tuesday banned the country’s Communist Party (CPU), marking the end of an 
eight-year saga, and adding the communists to the blacklist of 15 allegedly ‘pro-Russian’ political 

movements that are outlawed in Ukraine.  [So who says that Ukraine is a democracy under 
Zelensky? It is anything but and is paralleling the anti-democratic behaviors of the USA in our 
current administration. – rdb] 
 The Eighth Administrative Court of Appeal in the western city of Lviv announced that “the activities of the 
Communist Party of Ukraine are prohibited.”  

 “Funds and other assets” of the party will be nationalized. 

 Attempts to ban the party started in 2014, when the acting president at the time, Aleksandr 
Turchinov, ordered a review into the CPU’s activities. He did not rule out the possibility of banning it 
over its alleged involvement in protests in the eastern parts of the country after the violent Western-backed coup in Kiev 

overthrew the democratically-elected government. 

 The party was formally outlawed in December 2015 by the District Administrative Court of Kiev. The 

court ruled that it “performs actions aimed at changing the constitutional order by force, violating the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of the country, propagating violence, inciting interethnic hatred.” The Justice Ministry’s resolution on 

non-compliance of symbols and charter of the party with the law was also upheld. 

https://www.rt.com/russia/558430-space-agency-satellite-industry-nationalize/


 The party appealed the verdict and thus the court decision could not enter into force. In May of this 

year, the court finally completed consideration of the appeal and denied it. Tuesday’s court decision finalized the process. 

 On the same day, along with the Communist Party, the ‘Happy Ukraine’ party was banned. 
 Commenting on the court’s decisions, the Justice Ministry said that, as of today, “the activity of 15 pro-Russian 

political parties in Ukraine has been banned.” 

 In March, following the launch of Russia’s military operation, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky moved to 
suspend the activities of almost a dozen opposition parties, including the parliament’s second-largest group, Opposition 

Platform – For Life. All of them are now on the Justice Ministry’s list of banned parties. 

https://www.rt.com/russia/558426-ukraine-communist-party-banned/  
 

Mexican president vows ‘to tear down the Statue of Liberty’  
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador says he will pressure the US to drop charges against Julian Assange  

 
© Getty Images / Hector Vivas  

5 Jul, 2022 17:42 
 Mexican President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador says 
the symbol of America’s freedom could lose its meaning if 
Washington refuses to drop charges against Wikileaks co-
founder Julian Assange, who faces the prospect of 175 years 
in prison. 
 “If they take him to the United States and he is sentenced to the 

maximum penalty and to die in prison, we must start a campaign to tear 

down the Statue of Liberty,” Lopez Obrador said at a news conference on Monday. For Washington to convict Assange 
would confirm that the world-famous monument in New York Harbor “is no longer a symbol of freedom,” he continued. 

 His statements came in the wake of criticism published over the weekend by the Washington Post 
and NGO Reporters Without Borders excoriating the Mexican government for its supposed failure to 
protect journalists. The reporters’ advocacy group has called on the Mexican government to “overhaul mechanisms for 
protecting media personnel,” insisting the majority of the 12 journalists who have been killed so far this year in Mexico 

were murdered because of their work. 

 However, the president, who is widely known by his initials AMLO, dismissed the report as “a smear campaign 
against the government of Mexico.”  

 The Mexican leader skewered what he framed as hypocrisy by the media organizations that eagerly 
published information on US war crimes in Afghanistan and Iraq obtained and released by Wikileaks 
before turning against the organization’s founder.  
 “When this information was released, various media participated [in its publication]. They agreed to release all the 

information because they considered that it was a contribution to the defense of human rights, to freedom of expression, 

not to continue with the double talk, with the lies, with saying one thing and doing another,” he said. 

 Lopez Obrador had told reporters last month that he would broach the subject of dropping the charges against 
Assange during his next meeting with US President Joe Biden. He was invited to speak with the US president after he 

declined an invitation to Biden’s Summit of the Americas, refusing to attend in protest of the event’s exclusion of 

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro, Cuban President Miguel Diaz-Canel, and Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega. 
 The Wikileaks publisher’s lawyers filed two new appeals last week to contest his extradition to the US. He faces 18 

counts of conspiracy to obtain and release classified material and Espionage Act violations stemming from receiving top-

secret military documents from military analyst Bradley (now Chelsea) Manning in 2010. That’s despite one of the key 

witnesses in the case against Assange admitting that he fabricated important parts of his testimony against the Wikileaks 

co-founder. MORE -  https://www.rt.com/news/558433-amlo-backs-assange-liberty-biden/  
 

U.S. counties sound 'invasion' alarm, say Biden violating Constitution 
President's open-border policy at center of fight 

By Bob Unruh  Published July 5, 2022 at 1:22pm  

 One of the specific duties given to the federal government in the United States by its Constitution is 
to "protect each [state] against invasion." 

 And Joe Biden is failing, according to a movement developing along the nation's southern border. 

 Fox News is reporting that multiple Texas counties are declaring that the crisis created at the 
southern border by Biden's actions is an "invasion." 

https://www.rt.com/russia/558426-ukraine-communist-party-banned/
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 Those declarations could trigger similar declarations across the state, the report said. 

 In pursuit of having more and more illegal aliens enter the U.S., Biden, when he took office, destroyed a number of 
programs implemented by President Trump, including a "Remain in Mexico" program for asylum applicants and the 

border wall construction. 

 Since then, literally hundreds of thousands of illegals have poured into the U.S. monthly. 
 The report explained Kinney County Judge Tully Shahan "is expected to announce the move at a 
news conference … along with a number of other officials from other counties who will join him." 

 The report noted Kinney County Attorney Brent Smith believes there could be 12-15 counties with 
such declarations in just a matter of weeks. 

 Because of the federal constitutional obligation to prevent invasions, the declarations could be 
used to pursue several different actions regarding the border, including using war powers to order 
police or National Guard troops to remove illegal immigrants. 

 Former Office of Management and Budget Director Russ Vought and former acting deputy DHS 
Secretary Ken Cuccinelli have pointed to Article 1 of the Constitutions which allows for states to 
"engage in war" if they have been invaded. 
 The report explained Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich just weeks ago declared the crisis an invasion, in a 

legal opinion. 

 He said, "The violence and lawlessness at the border caused by transnational cartels and gangs satisfies the definition 
of an 'invasion' under the U.S. Constitution, and Arizona therefore has the power to defend itself from this invasion under 

the governor’s authority as commander-in-chief. An actual invasion permits the state to engage in defensive actions within 

its own territory at or near its border." https://www.wnd.com/2022/07/u-s-counties-sound-invasion-alarm-say-biden-
violating-constitution/  
 

Both parents of 2-year-old boy found alone at Chicago parade named among dead 
Additional four names released of victims, including parents Kevin McCarthy, 37, and Irina McCarthy, 35, Stephen 

Straus, 88 and Katherine Goldstein, 64 

By GRANT SCHULTE, CLAIRE SAVAGE and HARM VENHUIZEN Today, 3:28 am  

 
Kevin McCarthy, 37, and Irina McCarthy, 35, who were among the seven people killed in the 

attack on the Chicago-area parade. Their 2-year-old son was found alone after the shooting 

(Courtesy) 

 AP — Aiden McCarthy’s photo was shared across Chicago-area 
social media groups in the hours after the July 4 parade shooting 
in Highland Park, accompanied by pleas to help identify the 2-
year-old who had been found at the scene bloodied and alone and 
to reunite him with his family. 

  On Tuesday, friends and authorities confirmed that the boy’s 
parents, Kevin McCarthy, 37, and Irina McCarthy, 35, were among 

seven people killed in the tragedy. 

 “At two years old, Aiden is left in the unthinkable position; to grow up without his parents,” wrote 

Irina Colon on a GoFundMe account she created for the family and Aiden, who was reunited with his grandparents 
Monday evening. 

 Friends of the McCarthys said Irina’s parents would care for the boy going forward. 

 Four of other others who were killed were identified Tuesday as Katherine Goldstein, 64; Jacquelyn Sundheim, 63; 

Stephen Straus, 88; and Nicolas Toledo-Zaragoza, 78. Every victim was from Highland Park except for Toledo-Zaragoza, 

who was visiting family in the city from Morelos, Mexico. MORE -   https://www.timesofisrael.com/both-parents-of-2-

year-old-boy-found-alone-at-chicago-parade-named-among-dead/ [What a sad state of affairs. – rdb] 
 

Is ANYONE confident in president and Congress? Survey says ... 
It's not just the man, it's the office 

By Bob Unruh Published July 5, 2022 at 2:08pm  
 Over the last year, Joe Biden's job approval rating has plunged 15 percentage points, and many 
polls now show him with support from only about one-third of the nation. 

Now a new poll shows that Americans' confidence in the office, not just the man, also has plunged. 
And by about the same number. 
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 The new poll from Gallup shows, however, that Congress apparently got a head start on that race – and 
now has the confidence of only about 7% of the nation. 

 The presidency still has about 23%, and the Supreme Court, under a literal – and sometimes 
physical – assault from leftists over its recent conservative leaning decisions on abortion, guns and 
religious rights – is supported by about 25% of the nation. 

 The results come of an assessment of Americans' confidence in a number of institutions. 

 The report said there have been "significant declines" in support for 11 of the 16 institutions tested 
– and no "improvements for any." 

 "The largest declines in confidence are 11 percentage points for the Supreme Court -- as reported 
in late June before the court issued controversial rulings on gun laws and abortion -- and 15 points for the 

presidency, matching the 15-point drop in President Joe Biden's job approval rating since the last confidence survey in 
June 2021," the survey said. 

 The only two institutions with more than 50% support were small businesses, at 68%, and the 
military, at 64%. 

"Confidence in the police, at 45%, has fallen below the majority level for only the second time, with the other instance 
occurring in 2020 in the weeks after the death of George Floyd at the hands of Minneapolis police," Gallup said. 

 This year's numbers were "new lows" for all three branches of government. And, the report said, 
"Five other institutions are at their lowest points in at least three decades of measurement, including the 

church or organized religion (31%), newspapers (16%), the criminal justice system (14%), big business (14%) and the 
police." 

 The organization "summarizes Americans' overall confidence in institutions by taking an average of the ratings of the 

14 institutions it measures consistently each year – all but small business and large technology companies. This year's 

27% average of U.S. adults expressing 'a great deal' or 'quite a lot' of confidence in those 14 institutions is three points 
below the prior low from 2014." 

 Interestingly, Republicans, independents and Democrats all "are much less confident in the 
presidency than they were a year ago, showing declines of at least 10 points." 

The other results confirmed what has developed as a deep divide in the nation, between the far-left and ultra-
progressive perspective on abortion, transgenderism and the like among Democrats, and the more traditional views held 

by Republicans. 

 "Democrats and independents show more than a double-digit loss of confidence in the Supreme Court, with no 
meaningful change among Republicans," the report said. 

"Republicans and Democrats differ most in the confidence they have in the presidency (49 points), the police (39 

points), newspapers (30 points) and public schools (30 points). The groups differ less, but still by significant margins, in 

their confidence in the Supreme Court, organized labor, organized religion, the medical system, television news and large 
technology companies," the report said. 

 The survey noted that the federal government, under the control of Democrats in both houses of Congress as well as 

the White House, is "struggling to address high inflation, record gas prices, increased crime and gun violence, continued 
illegal immigration, and significant foreign policy challenges from Russia and China." 

 The survey said only 13% of Americans are satisfied with the way things are going for the nation. 

https://www.wnd.com/2022/07/anyone-confident-president-congress-survey-says/  [HUMMM? Tough to celebrate 
the nation and its birth when you perceive it is being flushed down the toilet by its leaders. – 
rdb] 
 

Commentary: 

How the Media Used Russiagate Conspiracy Theories to Create a News Cartel 
by Daniel Greenfield  July 5, 2022 at 4:00 am 

 In the fall of 2019, Facebook announced that it would be writing selected media outlets some very big checks. The 
launch of Facebook News was billed as a way to give consumers more access to information, but it was actually an 

attempt at appeasing big media companies. 

 Facebook, with its older and more conservative user base, had become the epicenter of election conspiracies from the 
Clinton campaign and its media allies. While Hillary Clinton and her associates were eager to shift the blame for her 

defeat by relaunching their existing Russiagate smears with false claims that Russian Facebook ads had tilted the election 

to Donald Trump, the media's obsession with Facebook was even more corruptly self-interested. 
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 About a third of Americans regularly get their news through Facebook. The tech giant's algorithms had the ability to 
make or break the news media, and would go on to break the digital media empires of the Huffington Post, BuzzFeed, and 

others in the lefty clickbait brigade. 

 While Hillary wanted someone to blame for her failures, the media wanted leverage over the company that controlled 

its fate. The invention of a "fake news" or "misinformation" crisis, the term that the media pivoted to once President 
Trump made "fake news" his own, was used to persuade Big Tech companies to censor conservatives and promote media 

content. 

 Facebook News was a walled garden that pushed the content of the major papers behind Russiagate conspiracies and 
misinformation alarmism while profiting massively from it. The Russiagate Facebook conspiracy theories provided the 

rationale for censoring conservatives and for rewarding the media outlets spreading them with special promotions and lots 

of money. 
 The Wall Street Journal reports that Facebook paid over $20 million to the New York Times and $15 million to the 

Washington Post in annual fees. Even more valuable than the big checks was Facebook's ability to push media content to 

its users. Last year, sources at several publishers were crediting Facebook News with massive traffic surges, but not 

everyone was equal. 
 "Many other U.S. news publishers are getting payments from Facebook to have their content featured in its news tab, 

but they only get a fraction of the sums paid to the Washington Post, the New York Times," the Wall Street Journal noted. 

 Facebook and the media had created a cartel in which media sites created paywalls to raise the value of their content 
and gain better deals with the social media monopoly. Zuckerberg's company offered its biggest media critics big checks 

in exchange for exclusive deals. Both sides claimed that they were "fighting misinformation" with what was really a 

shakedown and a cartel. 
 Now that the deal between Big Tech and Big Media is set to lapse, there's panic in the presses. 

 In 2020, Zuckerberg had cut out the media middleman by influencing the election directly through the hundreds of 

millions in "Zuckerbucks" that were handed out to local election offices in primarily Democrat areas, effectively 

"privatizing" a national presidential election. 
 Rather than continue to hand out tens of millions to top media outlets, Facebook's CEO had written a much bigger 

check to atone for 2016 and put the Russia fake news smear to bed. 

 That's bad news for the media. 
 From its "Meta" renaming to the departure of COO Sheryl Sandberg to the algorithm shifts deprioritizing politics, 

Facebook is trying to leave the 2016 election behind. Zuckerberg is scrambling for a future for the company in virtual 

reality headsets and the "Metaverse," and imitating TikTok's short video clips, away from the former titular company's 

core product. 
 Meanwhile, Facebook has reported its first sizable loss of users ever. 

 The Facebook News walled garden going away would be bad news for the privileged media outlets who secured it 

using a shakedown campaign that depends on conspiracy theories involving the 2016 election. And the panic over the end 
of the dirty deal in media circles also shows how their election lies were incentivized by the need to create this corrupt 

arrangement. 

 When the media accused Facebook of spreading conservative misinformation, the only defense was providing special 
privileges for the media. Despite the fundamental illegality of such cartels, Democrat politicians and the media openly 

pressured Facebook to promote "responsible" journalism, by which they meant their own political content, at the expense 

of "misinformation". 

 By then the entire debate about misinformation had boiled down to creating a two-tiered content system across Big 
Tech that would fund and push media content while suppressing rival material. This urgent need for a news cartel was 

described as the best way to meet the "threat to democracy" posed by the "wild west" of the internet. This cynical rhetoric 

carefully avoided any discussion about the benefits that would flow to the media from this arrangement. 
 The ten million dollar checks certainly didn't hurt. 

 It's no coincidence that just as Facebook might stop writing big checks to the media, the media began discovering new 

content crises at the social media monopoly. 
 Recent entries from the Washington Post, which was being paid $15 million, include, "Facebook Gives Gun Sellers 

10 Strikes Before Ban" and "Facebook Fails Again to Detect Hate Speech in Ads": both of which went viral. The former 

taps into the new mania over gun control to manufacture yet another crisis involving Facebook. And crises reward the 

media cartel. 
 Or they used to. 

 At the height of the media's shakedown of Facebook, the fake news business model was troubled while Facebook 
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appeared to be on the rise, but now both are struggling to survive. Investors aren't buying Facebook's Metaverse nonsense 
and TikTok struck a serious blow to the social media monopoly's control of social spaces. Facebook, like some other 

FAANG giants like Netflix, no longer seems inevitable. With the company's stock price down, Zuckerberg may be less 

willing to spend tens of millions in blackmail money propping up the media's failing business model. 

 Parasites eventually kill the host. The media didn't deal a fatal blow to Facebook, but its drumbeat of attacks certainly 
didn't help the company. The media blamed Facebook for dominating digital advertising, but the idea that users and 

companies would flock back to their sites if Facebook goes the way of Myspace is every bit as delusional as Russiagate. 

 Facebook's corporate blackmail payments and Trump conspiracy theories helped prop up the media, but neither of 
those would ever last. The media's big bet on using Big Tech to create a cartel overlooked the fragility of the monopolies 

it was relying on. Despite recent setbacks, companies like Google, Facebook and Amazon still dominate the internet, but 

investors are beginning to question whether they can continue to endlessly grow and swallow up everything. 
 The two interlocking cartels, Big Tech and the media, became politically and then economically interdependent in a 

way that was both illegal and deeply dangerous to a free society. The lies, the conspiracy theories and the censorship are 

products of technopolitical collusion between two sets of corrupt companies that have devastated our politics, our culture 

and our country. 
 The two cartels set out to control our speech and our politics for their own power and profit. They did it by 

manufacturing a crisis and declaring that their abuses were the solution. 

 Both Big Media and Big Tech cartels need to be broken up before they break our society. 
 Daniel Greenfield, a Shillman Journalism Fellow at the Freedom Center, is an investigative journalist and writer 

focusing on the radical Left and Islamic terrorism. https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/18626/russia-conspiracy-theories-

media 
 

Weather Modification, Another Way to Starve Americans 
By Kelleigh Nelson|July 5th, 2022 

 Only a government that is afraid of its citizens tries to control them.  —Thomas Jefferson 

 Government has within it a tendency to abuse its power.  —John C. Calhoun 
 There is danger from all men.  The only maxim of a free government ought to be to trust no man living with power to 

endanger the public liberty.  —John Adams 

 The secret of freedom lies in educating people, whereas the secret of tyranny is in keeping them ignorant.  —
Maximilien Robespierre 

 Men would rather be starving and free than fed in bonds. —Pearl S. Buck 

 A large portion of America is suffering through extremely high temperatures and drought conditions destroying the 

ability of what’s left of our farming community to raise and harvest what is needed to feed us.  The planned starvation of 
Americans is well on its way to becoming reality.  And now, they’re using weather modification to make sure farmers 

endure another 1931 dust bowl.Tell the average American that our weather can be manipulated and they look at you with 

a “deer in the headlights” stare. 
 You don’t believe me? The Sirius Report gives us a list of 100 U.S. patents related to weather modification.  The first 

patent listed was in 1891 and the patent numbers are included with each.Scroll through the list as some of the titles are 

really quite telling. 

 In Jerry Tyson’s 2017 article, Consider the Weather, on the Prophetic Observer website, he lists just a few of the 
weather modification patents from 1964 to 2010.  Portions of the information below have been garnered from Tyson’s 

article.  Even Bill Gates is involved in weather modification and that should not surprise us as it fits well into his 

genocidal plans for humanity. 
 One of the earliest listed patents was designed to manipulate weather via “cloud seeding” or the ability to produce 

more rain.  Louis Gathmann of Chicago, Illinois is credited with the patent. 

 In August of 2013, a patent was granted to James M. Cordray for a “Rain-Maker” balloon able to produce rain at any 
given time, including during drought. 

 In 1951, Harvey M. Brandau of Wilton, Wisconsin filed his patent to modify weather.  “Process for controlling 

weather” had some key items that are of interest.  He said his process could dissipate clouds and fog by clearing the 

atmosphere of moisture particles.  Mr. Brandau also said his invention could control weather by dissipating typhoons, 
hurricanes and other storm centers by the dissipation of clouds forming the weather phenomena, even controlling weather 

causing snow and sleet.  He stated he could provide rain in designated areas and provide desirable weather. 

 By the 1970s, biologically active chemicals began to appear as well as “altering” precipitation by artificial 
means.  And in the early 1990s, the Pentagon funded HAARP. 
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HAARP – High-Frequency Active Auroral Research Program 
 Many of us have heard of Alaska’s HAARP.  The Pentagon erected a powerful transmitter designed to beam more 

than a gigawatt of energy into the upper reaches of the atmosphere.  The experiment involves the world’s largest 

“ionospheric heater,” a device designed to zap the skies hundreds of kilometers above the Earth with high-frequency radio 

waves.Their patent showed the “use of altering weather by transmitting electromagnet radiation from the earth’s surface 
through the region or regions to be altered.”  This could also be “established at select locations for communication or 

other purposes.”  The magnetic force lines that radiate from pole to pole are manipulated most effectively for these 

purposes. 
 HAARP – The Pentagon’s Ultimate Weapon, Whistleblowers Say written in August of 2021, states the following: 

 Ever since the existence of HAARP became public, a number of independent researchers have warned the operation 

has a secret agenda including: 
 – weather modification 

– mind control 

– hi-tech military experiments 

– triggering of earthquakes 
 HAARP is the ultimate in geoengineering.  Their patent proves weather manipulation is a reality, and since this is 

true, it’s no longer a conspiracy theory – it’s a conspiracy fact. 

 U.S. Patent 20100224696 A1 describes a space-based technology for generating and controlling hurricanes to weaken 
or dissipate the weather element.  If they can weaken or dissipate it, they can also strengthen and direct it. 

 Some of the weather wars people are actually saying that the hurricanes are not generated wholly by artificial systems, 

but rather that they are steered or influenced in terms of their direction or intensity.  Multiple patents obviously say it is 
factual and the U.S. patent office didn’t reject those patents. 

 Cutting Edge Ministries tells us about GWEN Towers— Ground Wave Emergency Network — These are huge 

towers that have as many as 100 copper wires fanning out at the base of the tower system underground. The Defense 

Department built these systems with the cover story that they would be useful for communication during and after a 
nuclear strike. But that story will not hold up when you understand that a thermonuclear blast at the right altitude will 

completely fry all communications equipment, and will render it impossible to communicate by radio at all for several 

hours.What GWEN towers really do is to work in conjunction with HAARP transmitters to create storms and alter 
weather patterns. 

Weather Control as a Cold War Weapon 

 The Smithsonian Magazine’s Matt Novak related the history of a 1946 pilot.  The article originally appeared in 

Collier Magazine in 1954. 
 “On November 13, 1946 pilot Curtis Talbot, working for the General Electric Research Laboratory, climbed to an 

altitude of 14,000 feet about 30 miles east of Schenectady, New York. Talbot, along with scientist Dr. Vincent J. 

Schaefer, released three pounds of dry ice (frozen carbon dioxide) into the clouds.As they turned south, Dr. Schaefer 
noted, ‘I looked toward the rear and was thrilled to see long streamers of snow falling from the base of the cloud through 

which we had just passed. I shouted to Curt to swing around, and as we did so we passed through a mass of glistening 

snow crystals! Needless to say, we were quite excited.’ They had created the world’s first 
human-made snowstorm. 

 “After the experiments of G.E.’s Research Laboratory, there was a feeling that humanity 

might finally be able to control one of the greatest variables of life on earth. And, as Cold 

War tensions heightened, weather control was seen by the United States as a potential 
weapon that could be even more devastating than nuclear warfare.” 

 Weather Weapons are real, they have a treaty to regulate them.  In fact, Patent Number 

4,686,605 of August 11, 1987 by inventor Bernard J. Eastland of Spring, Texas is titled, Method and Apparatus for 
Altering a Region in the Earth’s Atmosphere, Ionosphere, and or Magnetosphere. 

UN Treaty on Weather Modification 

 In this cover letter dated October 27, 1978, the United Nations Treaty was in effect.  The name of the treaty is 
“Convention on the Prohibition of Military or any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques 

Approved by the General Assembly of the Assembly of the United Nations on 10 December 1976.” 

 So, what kind of weather modification could be used in military warfare?  Floods, intense rains, droughts and lack of 

water, severe heat, volcano eruptions, tsunamis, earthquakes and even tornadoes…and more.  You can examine the 
document here or here. 

 From the United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs: 
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 “In July 1974, USA and USSR agreed to hold bilateral discussions on measures to overcome the danger of the use of 
environmental modification techniques for military purposes and three subsequent rounds of discussions in 1974 and 

1975. In August 1975, USA and USSR tabled identical draft texts of a convention at the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament (CCD), where intensive negotiations resulted in a modified text and understandings regarding four articles 

of this Convention in 1976. 
 “The Convention was approved by resolution 31/72 of the General Assembly of the United Nations on 10 December 

1976, by 96 to 8 votes with 30 abstentions.” 

 This Treaty, or Convention, does not forbid political leaders from using these Weather Warfare weapons against 

their own people!  The elitists in power, and we all know who they are by now… Blackrock and Vanguard who are 

controlling America’s food production technologies and will have nearly total control of our food supply in America, Bill 

Gates with his ownership of 242,000 acres of America’s farmland, the torching of over 100 food processing plants, 10,000 
cattle mysteriously dying all at once in Kansas, ranchers destroyed by the Bureau of Land Management, (remember 

LaVoy Finicum’s death by the FBI).  And of course, Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum (WEC) and his top 

advisor, Yuval Noah Harari. 

 Check out this map to see a small (500+) list of all the food and energy companies who have suffered serious 
problems in the past two years.  Scroll down the list on the right. 

 Olive Tree Ministries states, Harari is praised by the Zuck, Bill Gates, Barack Obama, Klaus Schwab (founder of the 

WEC), and others. He suggests that after the Great Reset, we will enter what he describes as the “next industrial 
revolution,” in which we will produce, not machines, products, or services as we do now. Harari suggests we will 

produce “human bodies and minds.” 

 Dane Wigington of Geoengineeringwatch.org states, “Ionosphere heater-induced high-pressure heat domes are baking 
parts of the Northern Hemisphere while chemical ice nucleation cloud seeding operations cool-down parts of the Southern 

Hemisphere. Climate intervention operations continue to wreak havoc on ecosystems and populations all over the world. 

The global controllers are now more desperate than ever before, what cards will they play next?” 

Fear 
 Manufactured fear has been used countless times throughout history to sway the masses into compliance and to 

surrender their God given freedoms for their “protection.” 

 The Nazi Party had Germans terrified that enemies were at the gates, and only a massive war, and the murder of 
millions of European Jews, Romany, dissidents and homosexuals could keep Germany safe. The evil desires of one man 

ultimately cost over 50 million lives, and left Germany in ruins. 

 The 1938 War of the Worlds radio drama by Orson Welles caused panic and massive fear among the listening 

audience. 
 The polio fears of 1949 to 1952 had everyone rushing to get the Salk vaccine and then in 1960, the Sabin sugar cube 

vaccine, both of which were tainted with SV-40 monkey virus causing soft tissue cancers. 

 The September 11, 2001 hijackings and attacks on the World Trade Center threw the nation into disbelief and yes, 
fear. 

 For two years, COVID was parroted as the worst killer pandemic to ever hit America, worse than the 2018 flu 

epidemic.  Fear erupted throughout the nation, except for a few who kept their wits about them.  Deadly virus causing and 
oxygen debilitating masks were donned even by toddlers, lockdowns destroyed a massive portion of small businesses and 

transferred trillions to gigantic corporations.  Drug and alcohol use skyrocketed as did suicide rates. 

 Hospital protocols denied cheap, safe, lifesaving medications and the federal government paid for COVID diagnoses, 

for oxygen masks, for ventilators and ultimately for the patients’ deaths from the Wuhan virus.  Fear was hyped…there is 
no cure…we must have a vaccine!  Instead, Americans received a DNA changing, emergency use authorization, rat, 

monkey and cat trialed “Operation Warp Speed” messenger RNA injection that failed to protect anyone from the 

virus.  Those injections have caused millions of deaths throughout the world, and adverse effects have destroyed the 
productive lives of millions more. 

 The virus was ultimately the culling of society’s elderly by five state governors who sent infected humanity into 

nursing homes, but the injections are now causing far more deaths than the actual virus itself. Now the FDA is promoting 
three injections for toddlers who don’t even get the virus.  Should they manage to live through it, they’ll most likely be 

sterile or have Vaccine induced Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (VAIDS). 

 Food shortages are on the horizon, all planned and executed over the last several decades.  Henry Kissinger allegedly 

stated, “Control the food and you’ll control the people.” 
 This brings us to the few corporate and family farms left in operation.  The agricultural states are burning up with high 

temperatures and dry conditions.  The bread basket of the world is being dismantled. 

http://daccess-ods.un.org/access.nsf/Get?Open&JN=NR030255
https://newstarget.com/2022-05-01-blackrock-vanguard-controlling-america-centralized-food-production.html
https://newstarget.com/2022-05-01-blackrock-vanguard-controlling-america-centralized-food-production.html
https://ussanews.com/2022/06/13/us-food-market-fire-breaks-out-at-another-food-processing-plant/
https://vaccineimpact.com/2022/10000-head-of-kansas-feedlot-cattle-reportedly-dead/
https://vaccineimpact.com/2022/10000-head-of-kansas-feedlot-cattle-reportedly-dead/
https://ammo.com/articles/oregon-standoff-lavoy-finicum-hammond-bundy-ranchers-took-on-federal-government-blm
https://olivetreeviews.org/yuval-noah-harari-who-is-he-should-we-care/
https://www.zeemaps.com/view?group=4410859&x=-89.849631&y=44.059004&z=14
https://olivetreeviews.org/yuval-noah-harari-who-is-he-should-we-care/
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/storms/


 In 1891 the first patent was listed for weather modification.  Imagine what they’re capable of 131 years later, another 
dust bowl and starvation. 

Conclusion 

 In 1962, President Lyndon Baines Johnson said, “He who controls the weather will control the world.”  The Great 

Reset, the New World Order, and ultimately United Nations Agenda 21/30 are one and the same thing, the godless control 
of humanity by Luciferian forces.  Their goal is depopulation and the enslavement of remaining humanity. 

 Convincing Americans that our Industrial Civilization is so polluting the world that all of these unnatural storms, 

temperatures and disruptions are a natural result so that our citizens will be amenable to changing our civilization and 
moving into the already mapped out U.N. Biodiversity Areas is just part of the enslavement goal via the elites. 

 Starvation just may convince them. 

 We’ll then see how many, “Men would rather be starving and free than fed in bonds.” 
https://newswithviews.com/weather-modification-another-way-to-starve-americans/  
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Watch: Israel and US celebrate 4th of July on Jerusalem  
Naftali Bennett, Isaac Herzog, and US ambassador, Tom Nides spoke at the official 4th of July event in Jerusalem.  

Israel National News Jul 6, 2022, 3:49 AM GMT+3 

 The U.S. Embassy Jerusalem hosted a celebration of the US's 246th Independence. 

The official program began at 7:45 pm Israel time, and featured speeches by US Ambassador Tom 
Nides, Israeli President Isaac Herzog, and Israeli Alternate Prime Minister Naftali Bennett. 
 Nides addressed those in attendance by praising the long, fruitful relationship between the US and Israel. "We're both 

nations of immigrants," he said, adding: "[That offers] a lot of diversity and value." 

 "158 years [after America declared its independence] when President Truman was the first world leader to recognize 
the State of Israel, he did so knowing that the history of the Jewish people and that of the United States were bound 

together," said Nides. 

 President Herzog called the US an, "inspiration to the world since its founding more than two centuries ago." 

 Herzog said he awaited the arrival of President Biden in a week's time, referring to the US leader as a staunch 
supporter of Israel and a "long-time Zionist." 

 Alternate Prime Minister Naftali Bennett said the connection between the US and Israel is based on both being a 

"persecuted people who fled their homeland." 
 Bennett invoked the Jewish People's deliverance from Egypt as the inspiration for the American founding fathers and 

their steadfast belief in life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. 

 The former premier ended the evening by telling the story of his father, Jim, who spent a night in jail while protesting 
segregation in San Francisco in the 1960s and who also immigrated to Israel, fought in the Yom Kippur War and raised a 

religious family. "Being a patriot doesn't contradict supporting equality," pointed out Bennett. 

https://www.israelnationalnews.com/news/356018  
 

Terrorists open fire on IDF troops near Homesh  
Security forces in pursuit of shooters. No casualties.  

Israel National News Jul 6, 2022, 2:54 AM GMT+3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKB4L6r17FE
https://newswithviews.com/weather-modification-another-way-to-starve-americans/
http://mad.ly/7f9f64?pact=20013931524&fe=1
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/author/Israel_National_News
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/news/356018
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/author/Israel_National_News


SOldiers near Homesh Homesh yeshiva 
 Several terrorists opened fire on IDF forces from a 
passing vehicle near Homesh Tuesday. 
 The soldiers returned fire and there were no casualties. 

Security forces are in pursuit of the attackers. 

T he Homesh yeshiva said in response to the shooting: 

"We strengthen the IDF soldiers in their fight against 
terrorism. The answer to terrorism is to approve Homesh 

today." 

 "We call on the government, do not succumb to terrorism, 
the terrorists smell weakness, and their goal is to defeat the 

government through terrorism and terrorist attacks. We must 

not succumb to terrorism, do not give a reward to terrorists, 
the Zionist answer to today's attack is to approve Homesh today," the yeshiva said. 

https://www.israelnationalnews.com/news/356029  

  

'Young people should avoid COVID vaccine like the plague'  
Ex-MK and Likud primary candidate Moshe Feiglin rejects inclusion of Arab factions in next government, slams 

COVID vaccines for children.  

Israel National News Jul 5, 2022, 7:08 PM GMT+3 
Moshe Feiglin  צילום: קובי ריכטר/TPS 
 Former Likud MK Moshe Feiglin, who is now planning a new 
Knesset bid with the Likud, slammed COVID vaccines for children in 
an interview Tuesday. 
 Speaking with Reshet Bet Tuesday morning, the former chairman of 
the Zehut party said that if he wins a spot on the Likud’s Knesset 
slate and enters the 25th Knesset, he will oppose the inclusion of 
Arab factions in the next government. 

 “A year ago, a government of all [Israel’s] citizens was established here which turned Israel into a state of all its 
Arabs.” 

 “The struggle now is for the Jewish identity of the state. Ever since last year’s riots, someone declared war 

[on Israel], and when someone declares war on you – I don’t want to cooperate with you.” 

 Turning to the use of the Pfizer-BioNTech mRNA vaccines in Israel, Feiglin said that while the initial program 

offering the vaccines to the elderly “made sense”, using the vaccines on young children is a “heinous act”. 
 “I did not get vaccinated against the coronavirus. I think that in the first stage, when Netanyahu 
brough the injections to save the lives of people at high risk it made sense. But the expansion by the 
Health Ministry, to obligate young children [to get vaccinated] was a heinous act. Young people, and 

definitely children, need to avoid this thing like the plague.” 
 Earlier this week, Feiglin announced plans to run in the upcoming Likud party primaries. 

 Last summer, Feiglin returned to the Likud party, after abandoning his libertarian Zehut party, which failed to cross 

the minimum threshold in the April 2019 election. https://www.israelnationalnews.com/news/356002  
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